We study the problem of estimating a function of many parameters acquired by sensors that are distributed in space, e.g., the spatial gradient of a field. We restrict ourselves to a setting where the distributed sensors are probed with experimentally practical resources, namely, field modes in separable displaced thermal states, and focus on the optimal design of the optical receiver that measures the phase-shifted returning field modes. Within this setting, we demonstrate that a locally optimal measurement strategy, i.e., one that achieves the standard quantum limit for all phase shift values, is a Gaussian measurement, and moreover, one that is separable. We also demonstrate the utility of adaptive phase measurements for making estimation performance robust in cases where one has little prior information on the unknown parameters. In this setting we identify a regime where it is beneficial to use structured optical receivers that entangle the received modes before measurement.
We study the problem of estimating a function of many parameters acquired by sensors that are distributed in space, e.g., the spatial gradient of a field. We restrict ourselves to a setting where the distributed sensors are probed with experimentally practical resources, namely, field modes in separable displaced thermal states, and focus on the optimal design of the optical receiver that measures the phase-shifted returning field modes. Within this setting, we demonstrate that a locally optimal measurement strategy, i.e., one that achieves the standard quantum limit for all phase shift values, is a Gaussian measurement, and moreover, one that is separable. We also demonstrate the utility of adaptive phase measurements for making estimation performance robust in cases where one has little prior information on the unknown parameters. In this setting we identify a regime where it is beneficial to use structured optical receivers that entangle the received modes before measurement.
The technical maturity and low cost of a variety of sensors has made distributed sensor networks ubiquitous [1] . Such sensor networks are advantageous for extracting and processing a variety of spatially distributed information to achieve tasks such as boundary detection and precise estimation of spatially varying fields. With the rapid maturation and miniaturization of a variety of quantum sensing technologies, e.g., [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , distributed quantum sensing is naturally emerging as a technological possibility. However, there are still open questions regarding the extent to which quantum sensors can improve performance for distributed sensing problems.
In the distributed sensing context, one can have two types of quantum sensors. In the first type, each of the N sensing nodes in a network could operate quantum mechanically, but independently of all other nodes, while in the second type, all sensing nodes could be coherently linked, e.g., by sharing an entangled state or by being jointly measured by an entangling measurement. For the first type, any quantum enhancement in performance is the same as in the non-distributed setting since one just has N independent sensors. For the second type, there is potential for a quantum-enhancement for sensing distributed properties due to shared quantum resources, and we will focus on this case here. In this context, Proctor et al. have recently shown that in a network where the quantum state of each sensing node is dependent on a separate parameter, whether there is a benefit to using quantum resources (such as entanglement across the nodes or an entangling measurement) depends on the form of the distributed quantity one is interested in sensing [9] . In particular, they show by computing the quantum Fisher information (QFI) , that if the goal is to estimate all parameters, there is no benefit to using quantum resources, but that if the goal is to estimate a global (non-local) function of the parameters, then one can obtain a 1/N enhancement in precision by initializing all sensor nodes * volkoff@konkuk.ac.kr † mnsarov@sandia.gov in a quantum entangled state. Several other recent works have also examined QFI and optimal input states for distributed quantum sensing [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . While the QFI optimized over input states yields the ultimate bound on asymptotic estimation variance, it can be misleading if the measurements required to achieve this bound are not considered since these measurements may be unfeasible under practical constraints. Moreover, the QFI-optimal input states are usually non-classical (and sometimes entangled) states, and preparing many remote quantum sensors in non-classical states (or probing many sensors with entangled probe states) will be technically challenging in the near-term.
Motivated by these considerations, in this work we consider a practical variant of the distributed quantum sensing problem, and quantify the benefits of using realizable measurements to estimate functions of distributed parameters. In particular, we consider a scenario where N quantum sensors are interrogated by separable, classical states that can be measured jointly after interacting with the sensors, see Fig. 1 . Although such a setting is strictly less powerful than the more general one where one also allows for entangled probe states [18] , it is more practical in the near-term, where constructing joint measurements is more technically feasible. We explicitly construct the optimal Gaussian (including adaptive Gaussian) measurement strategies for practical distributed sensing with displaced thermal probe states, and show that separable Gaussian measurements can achieve the standard quantum limit in this setting. Finally, we identify a special case where a mismatch in prior information about the distributed parameters yields a benefit to using a structured optical receiver that entangles the received light.
I. SETTING
Consider N sensors that are individually probed by N optical probes, each of which is initially in a displaced thermal state and acquires a phase shift θ i , see Fig. 1 .
Schematic of the distributed quantum sensing setting considered here. Probe states (e.g., optical modes) are sent to several distant sensors and return to a central receiver with a parametric dependence (θi) on the distributed information to be sensed. We focus on scenarios where some scalar function of all the parameters, f ({θi}), is the quantity of interest.
The N modes are collected by a receiver, which also has a local phase reference, and the goal is to estimate a function f (θ 1 , θ 2 , ..., θ N ) of all the parameters. The classical strategy is to measure each mode separately and compute the function f from the measurement results. We ask if performing a joint measurement on the N modes (plus the phase reference mode) is of any benefit. Such a setting is relevant to any experimental scenario where information is imprinted in the phase of optical probes. Two examples are: laser phase-shift based range finding [19] and off-resonant optical probing of an array of neutral atoms encoding sensed information in clock state populations [20] .
II. TWO-MODE, NOISELESS CASE
We first consider the case N = 2 with no propagation loss or measurement noise in order to present the main concepts. The probe state is a two mode displaced thermal state,
, where
is the two-mode displacement operator,
is a centered, thermal state, and we take α j ∈ R for simplicity. The phase shifted state received by the receiver is then
Note that ρ in and ρ θ are both two-mode Gaussian states [21] .
A. The QFI bound
To motivate the Gaussian measurements considered later, let us first derive the unconstrained optimal question (i.e., two element projection-valued measurement) for estimation of the phase difference, ϕ 1 := θ1−θ2 √ 2 between the two modes. We compute the QFI and optimal measurement that saturates it for this case by computing the symmetric logarithmic derivative (SLD). For background on the quantum Cramér-Rao bound, the symmetric logarithmic derivative (SLD), and estimation of bosonic Gaussian states, see Ref. [22] .
Explicitly calculating derivatives, one finds that
where
However, using the identities
we can rewrite this derivative as
are the SLD operators in the ∂ θj directions. Here, • denotes the Jordan product, i.e., A • B ≡ 1 2 (AB + BA). Using the Jacobian to transform the two-dimensional tangent subspace span{L θj } j=1,2 at ρ θ to the basis {L ϕj } j=1,2 gives the SLD with respect to the parameter of concern,
The QFI is independent of θ 1 and θ 2 and has the value
When N 1 = N 2 = 0 this quantity is 2α
, which is the standard quantum limit (SQL) for estimation of ϕ 1 with separable probe states having total intensitȳ n tot = α [24] . For general two-mode Gaussian states, the SLD for phase difference estimation can also be derived from general formulas for the SLDs on a multimode Gaussian state manifold [25, 26] . The fact that the SLD for phase difference estimation for probe states of the form ρ in can be written as a linear function of canonical boson operators a j and a † j is a consequence of the fact that the covariance matrix of ρ in is invariant under local rotations, i.e., under the adjoint action of O(2) × O(2).
Furthermore, for N 1 = N 2 = 0 and α 1 = α 2 =: α, the SLD L ϕ1 can be replaced by a rank 2 self-adjoint operator P L ϕ1 P given by projecting L ϕ1 on both sides, such that
See Appendix A for generic construction of P . Then at θ 1 = θ 2 = 0, the optimal question is given by the spectral projections {|ξ ± ξ ± |} of P L ϕ1 P | θ=0 , where
and
are orthogonal states. The state |e 2 is a superposition of photon-added coherent states. Therefore, implementation of the optimal question for estimation of ϕ 1 requires projection onto entangled non-Gaussian states, suggesting that highly non-trivial quantum resources are necessary to achieve the SQL. However, we proceed to show in Section III that a separable Gaussian measurement can approach the same performance. For classical, pure Gaussian probe states, i.e., coherent states, this is a consequence of the fact that for pure states, implementation of the projective measurement defined by the SLD is sufficient, but not necessary to saturate the quantum Cramér-Rao bound [27] .
B. Restricting to Gaussian measurements
We denote by z := (x 1 , y 1 , x 2 , y 2 ) T the column vector of coordinates on R 4 , R := (q 1 , p 1 , q 2 , p 2 ) the row vector of canonical observables that satisfy the Heisenberg un-
and we have taken = 1), and W (z) := e iRz is a unitary operator that defines the Weyl form of the canonical commutation relations via
A Gaussian quantum state S on two modes of the electromagnetic field is associated with a mean vector m S := trSR and a 4 × 4 covariance matrix (
, where • denotes the Jordan product. An energy-constrained Gaussian measurement (ECGM) on two modes is defined by E ≥ 0 and a positive operator-valued measure
with symplectic outcome space R 4 such that S is a twomode, centered Gaussian state (i.e., m S = trSR = (0, 0, 0, 0)) and trS 2 j=1 a † j a j = E. Due to the fact that S is centered, the energy constraint can be rewritten 1 2 TrΣ S − 1 = E. We note that in order to construct a measurementM S (dθ) with phase-valued outcomes (i.e., outcomes being measurable subsets of [0, 2π)) which is directly useful for estimation of a relative phase at a certain point in quantum state space, one must push forward the Gaussian measurement M S (d 4 z) via postprocessing of the phase space measurement outcome. However, the Fisher information and optimal measurement depend only on the probe state and the Gaussian state S that defines the ECGM. Note that when E = 0, this ECGM simply describes a heterodyne measurement, and similary, when E → ∞, it describes a homodyne measurement. We will refer to these as the heterodyne and homodyne limits, respectively. For 0 < E < ∞, the ECGM prescribes projection onto a state with finite squeezing along some quadrature of a mode, which is practically implemented as an adaptive phase measurement [28] . Hence, the parameter E enables us to consider the full class of Gaussian measurements, including adaptive strategies. We stress that we refer to E as an energy constraint in analogy with how this parameter would enter in a description of a Gaussian state (in which case, it represents the energy of the state). In the context of Gaussian measurements, this parameter does not represent a physical constraint on energy since E → ∞ is easily achievable by homodyne measurements.
We consider the single-parameter estimation problem with Cramér-Rao bound defined by the Fisher infor-
is the Fisher information metric on the two-dimensional tangent subspace spanned by (∂ θ1 , ∂ θ2 ) at the probability density p θ (z) := trW (z)SW (−z)ρ θ , and J is the Jacobian matrix of the transformation from (θ 1 , θ 2 ) to (g 1 (θ 1 , θ 2 ), g 2 (θ 1 , θ 2 )). The matrix elements of F (ρ θ ) are defined as:
To calculate p θ (z), we use the expansion of the states over the CCR C * -algebra, e.g.,
z1 is the characteristic function of ρ θ defined by the covariance matrix Σ ρ θ and the mean vector m ρ θ . This is a multimode generalization of the calculation of single-mode Cramér-Rao bound for phase shift estimation with Gaussian measurements re-ported in Ref. [29] . Explicitly,
where, in the third line, we have used trW (z) = (2π) 2 δ(z) for a two mode system. Now, we calculate ∂ θ1 p θ (z) by using the third line Eq. (9) and a generating function.
where the Gaussian integral version of Wick's theorem has been used to get the last line. Now, we perform a final integration over z to get the Fisher metric. Now we explicitly compute the off-diagonal element F 1,2 :
Expanding the brackets and noting that: 1) for any v ∈ R 4 , and positive
Using the identity
for row vectors L, Q ∈ R 4 , allows one to simplify the last line of Eq.(12).
One can similarly compute F 1,1 and F 2,2 by just using the appropriate ∂ θj . From the transformationF i,j = (J T F J) i,j that arises from an arbitrary diffeomorphism θ = (θ 1 , θ 2 ) → (g 1 (θ 1 , θ 2 ), g 2 (θ 1 , θ 2 )), one finds that
Explicitly,F 1,1 follows immediately from Eq. (14) and Eq. (15), and is given bỹ
where Σ := Σ ρ θ + Σ S , and
We now specialize to the case of phase-difference estimation,
for which Eq. (16) becomes
. When the probe state is a two-mode thermal state, i.e., of the form ρ in , and only when it is so, the covariance matrix Σ ρ θ is independent of θ 1 , θ 2 . Explicitly,
In this case,F 1,1 simplifies tõ
We specialize to an isothermal (
, without sacrificing any important features of the problem. See the Appendix for analysis of the β 1 = β 2 case. We seek to maximizẽ F 1,1 over Σ S in the case that the state S that defines the ECGM is a pure, two-mode Gaussian state, i.e., Σ S = 
= max
T ∈Sp(4,R)
We refer to the quantity in the first line of Eq. (19), viz., the Fisher information maximized over all Gaussian measurements, as the Gaussian Fisher information (GFI), and it is obviously upper bounded by the QFI.
To calculate the GFI for symmetric, isothermal states of the form ρ in , it follows from the Euler decomposition of Sp(4, R) [30] and the fact that
that we may restrict attention to Σ S = diag(e −2r1 /2, e 2r1 /2, e −2r2 /2, e 2r2 /2), r j ∈ R, such that 2 j=1 sinh 2 r j = E. We then have that
from which it follows that the constrained maximum of F 1,1 occurs when all the energy is invested into a single mode. The resulting maximum Fisher information is given by max T ∈Sp(4,R)
This is the GFI for the phase difference parameter. Note that in the homodyne limit (i.e., E → ∞), this quantity monotonically increases to 4α 2 /(2N 0 + 1), which coincides with the QFI, see Eq.(7). Hence, the optimal estimation strategy is achievable by a Gaussian measurement.
It remains to identify the ECGM that achieves the optimal value in Eq. (21) . An arbitrary pure, centered, two mode Gaussian state S can be written as S = |Ξ Ξ| with
r j ∈ R, and U ζ := e ζa † 1 a2−ζa † 2 a1 being a beam-splitter (ζ is an angle in the closed complex disk with center 0 and radius π/2) [31] . We set φ j = Argζ = 0 because these parameters do not impact the GFI and hence can be set arbitrarily when defining the optimal measurement. Utilizing this explicit form for the ECGM, the energy constrained maximization of Eq. (18) √ E and r 2 = 0. In the homodyne limit, this corresponds to a homodyne measurement of a 1 −a 2 , which is obviously an entangling measurement of the two received modes. In fact, the entanglement entropy in S = |Ξ Ξ|, takes the value H(tr 2 S) = g(
, where g(x) := (x + 1) log 2 (x + 1) − x log 2 x. The asymptotically optimal Gaussian measurement defined by displacements of |Ξ Ξ| coincides with the projection-valued measurement of the observable
, which is the measurement defined by the spectral projections of the SLD in Eq.(6) for α 1 = α 2 = α ∈ R and N 1 = N 2 = N 0 .
III. COMPARISON TO SEPARABLE STRATEGY
Having identified the optimal ECGM, we now compare this to the best separable Gaussian strategy, where each received mode is measured separately subject to a total energy constraint. We maximize Eq. (18) over separable, pure, centered S, i.e., S = |Φ Φ| with
r j ∈ R, and 2 j=1 sinh 2 r j = E. The resulting quantity is clearly less than or equal to the GFI, and we seek to determine whether it is equal to the GFI. The state S is a tensor product of single-mode squeezed states and the restriction to real r j is possible because a local rotation of S only decreases the maximum constrained value ofF 1,1 . Utilizing this explicit form for the separable ECGM, the maximization of Eq.(18) reduces to maximization of 2α 2 2 j=1 (2N 0 + 1 + e −2rj ) −1 subject to 2 j=1 sinh 2 r j = E. While for finite E this quantity is always less than the QFI, 4α 2 /(2N 0 + 1), and also less than the optimal value for arbitrary ECGM appearing in Eq. (21), in the homodyne limit it asymptotes to the QFI. Hence, the SQL for estimation of ϕ 1 with probe states of the form ρ in is achievable by separable homodyne measurements on the two modes. This fact holds even for the case of non-isothermal probe states ρ in (see Appendix B for a proof). These results emphasize the fact that the optimal Gaussian measurement derived from the SLD in Eq.(6) can be post-processed by a rotation, corresponding to an element of the compact subgroup O(4) of Sp(4, R), and still achieve the quantum Cramér-Rao bound for estimation of ϕ 1 . We note that this is particularly striking in the pure, classical Gaussian probe state case where the analysis at the end of section II A based on the projected SLD P L ϕ1 P , suggested a non-Gaussian, entangling projective measurement to achieve the SQL. This highlights the importance of keeping in mind that the measurement constructed from SLD eigenstates is sufficient, but not necessary, for achieving the SQL in the pure state case.
IV. GENERALIZATIONS
In this section we generalize the above calculations to the case of N probe modes and estimation of arbitrary linear functions of the parameters θ i . But first, we comment on another type of generalization of the above calculations, namely, to include noise. The effects of common imperfections in the transmission channel are easily incorporated into the above analysis. Transmission through common media such a fibers and free-space is modeled well by compositions of linear bosonic channels that model loss and injection of thermal noise [33] . These effects simply rescale the amplitude and effective temperature of the received state, ρ θ , respectively; i.e., α → ηα, where 0 ≤ η ≤ 1, and N 0 → N 0 + N channel . Now, we consider the generalization to N sensors, each probed by a displaced thermal state that picks up a phase shift θ i . We define the quantity of interest as the first component of the general linear function
Instead of working with the full Fisher information matrix F with respect to the tangent space basis { ∂ ∂θj } j=1,...,N , we can rotate the system so that the single parameter of interest, i.e., the linear function g( θ) 1 , corresponds to the single basis vector v 1 · ∇ θ for the tangent space. Specifically, this rotation is given by θ → [g( θ) 1 , . . . , g( θ) N ] and the corresponding Jacobian matrix is J := [ v 1 , . . . , v N ]. Then, fromF = J T F J, we get
which appears in the single-parameter Cramér-Rao bound for estimation of g( θ) 1 . We now seek to maximizẽ F 1,1 subject to the energy constraint
This can be solved in the same way as the two mode case if we take the isothermal, path symmetric probe
, and we can assume that Σ S is diagonal, i.e., S is a tensor product of squeezed states with squeezing of the q or p quadrature only. Clearly, the matrix norm will be maximized if all the squeezing is in one mode (i.e., all the energy is used for squeezing), and we have
where sinh 2 r = E. Rewriting, and using the fact that m ρ θ = m ρ θ=0 N j=1 V θj , where V θj is defined in Eq. (17), gives:
This quantity has no dependence on the number of modes N because of the normalization v 1 = 1.
To compare this to the GFI when one is limited to separable measurements, we maximizeF 1,1 under the restriction of energy constrained separable measurements. For S a separable ECGM, from Eq. (25), we have that
where 2 j=1 sinh 2 r j = E. When attempting to maximize this, care must be taken in consideration of the vector v 1 . In particular, the best separable strategy actually depends on the structure of v 1 ; if v 1 is dominated by one entry (the unbalanced case), say ( v 1 ) 1 , then its preferable to invest most of the energy available for measurement into measuring the first mode. In contrast, if v 1 contains entries of almost equal magnitude (the balanced case), then the best separable strategy distributes the energy available for measurement among all N modes.
In the unbalanced case,
Note that while this equation does not have an explicit dependence on the number of modes, N , there is an implicit dependence on this quantity through ( v 1 ) 1 ; namely, since this is assumed to be the largest element of the normalized vector v 1 , its magnitude bounds the number of modes, i.e., N > (1
1 . In the opposite extreme, let us consider ( v 1 ) 2 j = 1/N , j = 1, . . . , N (the balanced case), which encompasses the case of two-mode phase difference sensing that is considered in previous sections. In this case, the maximum is achieved when the constraint energy is distributed equally for squeezing each mode of the state S that defines the ECGM, and we can show,
We define the ratio of Eq. (27) to the maximum achieved by separable strategies, the entanglement gain (EG). As the homodyne limit is taken (E → ∞), the entanglement gain asymptotes to
for the unbalanced case, and EG bal → 1 for the balanced case regardless of N 0 . We see that in the general N case also, that separable and entangling Gaussian measurements achieve the same estimation performance in the homodyne limit if the linear function to be estimated has the form v · θ, where v has entries of equal magnitude.
To appreciate the finite E behavior, in Fig. 2 we plot the EG as a function of E. For the balanced (unbalanced) case we also show behavior as N (( v 1 ) 2 1 ) is varied.
V. LOCAL OPTIMALITY VERSUS ROBUSTNESS
So far we have shown that separable homodyne measurements achieve the optimized Cramer-Rao bound for distributed sensing with displaced thermal state probes; in essence, the best thing to do is the classical strategy of estimating each parameter separately and then computing the function f (θ 1 , ...θ N ). However, it is important to note that the QFI analysis results in locally optimal strategies [34] . In particular, the form of the optimal measurement is dependent on the values of the parameters θ i . In the two mode example, the values of θ 1 , θ 2 dictate the local phase parameters φ 1 , φ 2 in the state |Ξ appearing in Eq. (22) , and the energy constraint E. We set N0 = 0 in both cases. distribution over the parameters that is narrow. However, in cases where this is unavailable, or the prior distribution has broad support (e.g., a uniform or maximally uninformative prior) the locally optimal estimation strategy can fail spectacularly. To illustrate this, in Fig. 3 we plot the ratio between (i) the actual Fisher information achieved when applying the optimal measurement (with E = 10 8 , close to the homodyne limit) formulated for θ 1 = θ 2 = 0 to a returning state imprinted with different values of θ i , and (ii) the maximal GFI (4α 2 / (2N 0 + 1) ). If the actual values of the parameters are different from the assumed ones, this Fisher information ratio (FIR) is less that one, and in some cases goes to zero.
We note that a Gaussian strategy that does not suffer from this sensitivity to prior information employs heterodyne measurements for all modes. The Fisher information for heterodyne measurement (E = 0) is 4α 2 /(2N 0 + 2), regardless of whether we allow for entangling, or only separable, measurements. Since this measurement has no dependence on the actual value of the parameters (i.e., |Ξ = |Φ = |0 ⊗ |0 ) the Fisher information remains constant regardless of the actual value of the parameters [35] . However, this lack of sensitivity comes at the cost of a smaller value of Fisher information.
One way to negotiate this trade-off between estimation precision and robustness is to use adaptive measurements (0 < E < ∞) that smoothly interpolate between heterodyne (which prefers no quadrature) and homodyne (which prefers one particular quadrature). In this sense, E can be considered a parameter that quantifies the degree of confidence in the prior information on the parameters. This also suggests a scenario where there is a benefit to using a structured optical receiver. Namely, consider a setting where one is very uncertain about the distribution of the individual parameters θ i , but has a narrow prior on the collective parameter f (θ 1 , ...θ N ). If one is concerned with minimizing uncertainty in estimation precision (e.g., quantified by the variance in Fisher information) then the best separable strategy is to use heterodyne measurements on all modes, in which case the Fisher information is 4α 2 /(2N 0 + 2). However, if one employs an entangling measurement that concentrates the collective parameter into a single mode, one can exploit the narrow prior on this parameter and apply a homodyne measurement on this mode to attain the optimized Fisher information for the estimation problem 4α 2 /(2N 0 + 1). Although this is only a constant gain in estimation precision it could be beneficial in extremely low-power, low-noise applications (α 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have analyzed distributed quantum sensing applications where displaced, thermal probe fields are imprinted with phase shifts proportional to distributed parameters, and one is interested in estimating a global function of the parameters. We proved that a separable, Gaussian measurement is a locally optimal estimation strategy that saturates the SQL for probe states of the form ρ in . Furthermore, we showed that a narrow prior distribution over the parameters is necessary to achieve the optimal precision. Finally, we highlighted a scenario defined by a mismatch between prior information about the individual parameters and a global function of the parameters, where an entangling measurement can yield some benefit, and examined this benefit for a range of Gaussian measurements (0 < E < ∞).
We have shown that separable Gaussian estimation is generally the locally optimal strategy for distributed phase estimation with displaced thermal probe states. We expect that this will not be the case for more general probe states, even separable Gaussian states. For example, an interesting problem for future work is to identify the optimal receiver for distributed sensing when separable squeezed states are used as probes. Appendix A: Construction of P For a pure state |ψ , the defining equation of the SLD (in the direction ∂ ϕ1 ) ∂ ϕ1 |ψ ψ| = 1 2 |ψ ψ|L ϕ1 + 1 2 L ϕ1 |ψ ψ| combined with the fact that ψ|L ϕ1 |ψ = 0 implies that P (∂ ϕ1 |ψ ψ|)P = ∂ ϕ1 |ψ ψ|, where P is the projection to the two-dimensional complex Hilbert space span{|ψ , L ϕ1 |ψ } (clearly, P is dependent on |ψ ). Then, since [P, |ψ ψ|] = 0, it follows that ∂ ϕ1 |ψ ψ| = 1 2 |ψ ψ|P L ϕ1 P + 1 2 P L ϕ1 P |ψ ψ|. Calculation of the spectral projections of P L ϕ1 P amounts to diagonalization of a 2 × 2 matrix.
Appendix B: Non-isothermal probe states
In the main text, we focus on the case of probe states ρ in that satisfy the isothermality condition (i.e., the inverse temperature of all modes is β = ln N0+1 N0 ). In this section we compute the GFI for non-isothermal states for completeness and then specialize to the case of separable Gaussian measurements and show that for nonisothermal states, such measurements are sufficient to saturate the SQL given by Eq. (7) .
Consider the N = 2 case, and path-symmetric, nonisothermal (α 1 = α 2 = α and β 1 = β 2 ) probes for phase difference estimation. Because Σ ρ θ is no longer a constant multiple of the identity matrix, the arguments leading to Eq. (19) in the main text cannot be applied. In this case, it is most convenient to carry out constrained numerical optimization of Eq.(18) over states S defined by S = |Ξ Ξ| with |Ξ as defined in the main text, and Fig.  4 presents the results of this calculation. It is clear from this data that the maximal value ofF 1,1 decreases most rapidly for uniform probe state noise. The entanglement entropy of the optimal S (not shown) satisfies the following properties: 1) it is constant along the N 1 = N 2 line and in agreement with the value g( 1 2 ( √ E + 1 − 1)), g(x) := (x + 1) log 2 (x + 1) − x log 2 x, for all values of E as discussed in the main text and 2) it monotonically decreases from the N 1 = N 2 value along the quarter circle of radius N 2 1 + N 2 2 . We now proceed to demonstrate that a separable Gaussian measurement corresponding to a local homodyne measurement is sufficient to achieve the standard quantum limit in Eq. (7) for the probe states ρ in defined in Section II. First, consider estimation of ϕ 1 at the point θ 1 = θ 2 = 0, so that the value of the estimand is ϕ 1 = 0. One finds that (∂ θ1 −∂ θ2 )m ρ θ | θ=0 = (0, √ 2α 1 , 0, − √ 2α 2 ), where α 1 , α 2 ∈ R. Taking, as in Section III, S = |Φ Φ|, direct calculation ofF 1,1 in Eq. (18) clearly shows that there are r 1 , r 2 ∈ R such that Eq. (7) is obtained for E → ∞. All that remains is to show that Eq. (7) is achievable for all parameter values θ. To proceed, note that for any θ,
where V θj is defined in Eq. (17) . Eq.(B1) implies that
